Abstract-The integration of different network technologies into a multilayer network, as in Internet-based networks carried by optical transport networks (OTNs), creates new opportunities but also challenges with respect to network survivability. In different network layers, recovery mechanisms that are active can be exploited jointly to reach a more efficient or faster recovery from failures. This interworking is also indispensable in order to overcome the variety of failure scenarios that can occur in the multilayer-network environment. A well-considered coordination between the different layers and their recovery mechanisms is crucial in order to attain high performance recovery. This paper provides an overview of multilayer recovery issues and solutions in an Internet protocol (IP)-over-optical-network environment, which is illustrated by quantitative case studies.
Gulf War and could become a likely target for terrorist activity. For business customers, disruption of communication can suspend critical operations, which may cause a significant loss of revenue to be reclaimed from the telecommunications provider. In fact, availability agreements now form an important component of service level agreements (SLAs) between providers and customers.
In the cutthroat world of modern telecommunications, network operators need a reliable and maintainable network in order to hold a leading edge over the competition. Fast and scalable network recovery techniques are of paramount importance in order to provide the increasingly stringent levels of reliability that network operators demand for their future networks.
A multilayer transport network typically consists of a stack of single-layer networks. There is usually a client-server relationship between the adjacent layers of this stack. Each of these network layers may have its own (single-layer) recovery schemes. As will be shown in the following sections, it is important to be able to combine recovery schemes in several layers in order to cope with the variety of possible failures in an efficient way and to benefit from the advantages of the schemes in each layer. It is worth mentioning that implementing a multilayer recovery strategy does not mean that all the recovery mechanisms will be used at every layer.
As Internet traffic is continuously shifting and changing in volume over time (for instance, due to diurnal traffic fluctuation and overall traffic growth), there is an ongoing research towards creating optical networks with the flexibility to reconfigure transmission according to traffic demands. This requires the possibility to set up and tear down OTN-layer connections that implement logical links in the higher network layer in real time, which has led to the concept of intelligent optical networks (IONs). In addition to allowing the network to adapt to changing traffic demands, this flexibility in setting up lightpaths on demand turns restoration into a viable recovery option.
In the following sections, three generic approaches for providing recovery in multilayer networks (more specifically in IP-over-OTN networks) will be discussed: single-layer recovery schemes in multilayer networks (Section II) with the important issue of which layer in the network to provide the recovery scheme; static multilayer recovery schemes (Section IV-A) where recovery schemes at several network layers can be provided with the important issue of how to make them interwork (Section III); and the dynamic multilayer recovery strategies (Section IV-B) that exploit logical-topology adaptations for survivability purposes. Some quantitative studies and comparisons between the different methods (Sections V and VI) will reveal the advantages and disadvantages of each approach.
II. SINGLE-LAYER RECOVERY IN MULTILAYER NETWORKS
This section discusses how recovery functionality can be introduced in multilayer networks by applying single-layer recovery schemes. The concepts and discussions are focused on a two-layer network but are mostly generic and therefore applicable to any multilayer network.
A. Survivability at the Bottom Layer
In this recovery approach, recovery of a failure is always done at the bottom layer of the multilayer network. In an IPover-OTN network, for example, this implies that the 1 + 1 optical protection scheme, or any other recovery scheme that is deployed at the OTN layer, attempts to restore the affected traffic in case of a failure.
By recovering a failure at the bottom layer, this strategy has the benefit that only a simple root failure has to be treated and that the number of required recovery actions is minimal (the recovery actions are performed on the coarsest granularity). In addition, failures do not need to propagate through multiple layers before triggering any recovery action.
However, this recovery strategy cannot handle problems that occur due to failures in a higher network layer. Moreover, if a node failure occurs in the OTN layer [being an optical-crossconnect (OXC) failure], the OTN-layer recovery mechanism will only be able to restore the affected traffic that transits the failed bottom-layer node (being the OXC). The colocated higher-layer IP router will become isolated due to the failure of the OXC underneath; thus, all traffic treated by this IP router cannot be restored in the lower (optical) layer. This is illustrated in the example of Fig. 1 . Throughout this paper, we will label the top-level nodes lower case and the bottom-layer nodes in upper case. The considered network carries two traffic flows between client-layer nodes a and c. One traffic flow (a-d-c, indicated with a full line) transits the client-layer node d (using two logical links a-d and d-c), while the other traffic flow (a-c, indicated with a dashed line) uses a direct logical link from a to c and only transits the serverlayer node D. Now let us assume that a failure occurs in the bottom layer, for example, the failure of node D. The figure illustrates that the server layer cannot recover the first traffic flow a-d-c. This is due to the fact that the client-layer node d is isolated due to the failure of D, which is terminating both logical links a-d and d-c. This failure can only be resolved at the higher layer. However, the second traffic flow a-c is routed over a direct logical link between nodes a and c. This logical link transits only the failing node D in the bottom layer, which means that this traffic flow can be restored by the bottom-layer recovery scheme (dotted line in the figure).
B. Survivability at the Top Layer
Another strategy for providing survivability in a multilayered network is to provide the survivability at the top layer of the network. In our example of an IP-over-OTN network, this could be the IP restoration technique or MPLS-based restoration (see [1] for a detailed overview of IP and MPLS recovery techniques). The main advantage of this strategy is that it can also cope with higher-layer failures. However, a major drawback of this strategy is that it typically requires a lot of recovery actions, due to the finer granularity of the flow entities at the top layer.
As a consequence of a single root failure in the lower layer, a complex scenario of secondary failures is typically induced in the higher network layer. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 , where the failure of an optical link in the bottom layer corresponds with the simultaneous failure of three logical IP links in the top layer. Hence, these three logical IP links are part of a shared risk link group (SRLG) [2] . This implies that the recovery scheme in the top layer will have to recover from three simultaneous link failures, a quite-complex failure scenario. This is in clear contrast with a recovery scheme at the bottom layer that would only have to cope with the simpler scenario of a single link failure.
Another disadvantage of a recovery at the top layer only is that the traffic injected directly in the lower layer (e.g., wavelength channels directly leased by a customer) cannot be recovered by the optical-network operator, even if the failure happens in the optical layer itself.
C. Variants
A slightly different variant on the strategy that applies survivability at the bottom layer is the survivability at the lowestdetecting-layer strategy. The lowest detecting layer is the lowest layer in the layered network hierarchy that is able to detect the failure. This implies that multiple layers in the network will now deploy a recovery scheme, but the (single) layer that detects the root failure is still the only layer that takes any recovery actions. With this kind of strategy, the problem of the bottomlayer recovery scheme not detecting a higher-layer failure is avoided, because the higher layer will detect the failure and will recover the affected traffic. However, this strategy requires that you can determine which layer is the lowest detecting layer (to avoid the condition where higher layers also react upon a lower-layer failure). Moreover, it still suffers from the fact that it cannot restore any traffic transiting a higher layer equipment isolated by a node failure in the layer below. With this strategy, the client layer in the example (Fig. 1) will deploy a recovery scheme, but the considered traffic flow a-d-c is still lost since this client-layer recovery scheme is not triggered by the occurrence of the node failure in the server layer. Therefore, although this strategy considers the deployment of recovery schemes in multiple layers, it is still considered as a singlelayer survivability strategy in a multilayer network since for each failure scenario, the responsibility to recover all traffic is situated in only one layer (being the lowest one detecting the failure).
A slightly different variant of the strategy that provides survivability at the top layer is the survivability at the highestpossible-layer strategy. Since not all traffic have to be injected (by the customer) at the top layer, with this strategy, a traffic flow is recovered in the layer in which it is injected; in other words, the highest possible layer for this traffic flow. This means that this highest possible layer is to be determined on a per-traffic-flow basis. This survivability at the highest-possiblelayer strategy is also considered as a single-layer survivability strategy for providing survivability in a multilayer network, even though it considers recovery schemes in multiple layers. Indeed, the recovery schemes in multiple layers will never recover the same traffic flow. Actually, this strategy deploys the survivability at the top layer strategy for each traffic flow individually.
III. INTERWORKING BETWEEN LAYERS
In the previous section, some strategies are discussed that apply a single-layer recovery mechanism in order to provide survivability in the multilayer network. The advantages of these approaches can be combined by running recovery mechanisms in different layers of the network as a reaction to the occurrence of a single network failure. Generally, the choice of which layer(s) to recover the affected traffic due to a failure will depend on the circumstances, for example, on the failure scenario that occurred.
However, this interworking between layers requires some rules or coordination actions in order to ensure an efficient recovery process. These rules strictly define how the layers and the recovery mechanisms within those layers react to different failure scenarios and form a so-called escalation strategy. Several escalation strategies are discussed in this section: uncoordinated, sequential, and integrated escalation.
A. Uncoordinated Approach
The easiest way of providing an escalation strategy is to simply deploy recovery schemes in the multiple layers without any coordination at all. This will result in parallel recovery actions at distinct layers. Consider again the two-layered network ( Fig. 3) with, for instance, the failure of physical link A-D in the server layer. This failure of the physical link will also affect the corresponding logical link a-d in the client layer, and hence affects the considered traffic flow a-d-c. Since the recovery actions in both layers are not coordinated, both the recovery strategy in the client layer and the recovery strategy in the server layer will attempt recovery of the affected traffic. This implies that, in the client layer, the traffic flow from a to c is rerouted by the recovery mechanism of the client layer, which results in a replacement of the failed path a-d-c by a new path (for instance, a-b-c). At the same time, the server layer recovers the logical link a-d of the client-layer topology by rerouting all traffic on the failing link A-D through node E. It is clear that, in this example, recovery actions in a single layer would have been sufficient to restore the affected traffic.
The main advantage of the uncoordinated approach is that this solution is simple and straightforward from an implementation and operational point of view. However, Fig. 3 shows the drawbacks of this strategy. Both recovery mechanisms occupy spare resources during the failure, although one recovery scheme occupying spare resources would have been sufficient. Spare resources are usually used to accommodate low-priority traffic during failure-free conditions, but this so-called "extra traffic" must be preempted when the spare resources are needed to recover from a failure. Hence, a repercussion of the uncoordinated approach is that more extra traffic than necessary is potentially disrupted. The situation can even be worse. For example, consider that the server layer reroutes the logical link a-d over the path A-B-C-D instead of A-E-D, then both recovery mechanisms need spare capacity on links A-B and B-C. If these higher-layer spare resources are supported as extra traffic in the lower layer, then there is a risk that these clientlayer spare resources are preempted by the recovery action in the server layer, resulting in "destructive interference." In other words, none of the two recovery actions was able to restore the traffic, since the client layer reroutes the considered flow over the path a-b-c, which was disrupted by the server-layer recovery. The research done in [3] illustrates that these risks may exist in real networks-the authors prove that a switchover in the optical domain may trigger traditional client-layer protection. Moreover, such a multilayer recovery strategy can have significant repercussions on the overall network stability.
In [4] , the authors show a real-life example of network convergence problems that follow the impetuous use of the uncoordinated approach in an IP-over-OTN network, where the OTN-layer features the 1 + 1 path protection. They observed IP network convergence times after the occurrence of a link failure in the OTN layer. Although protection in the optical layer recovers a link within 20 ms, the recovery of the IP traffic that was transiting the link takes over 60 s in some cases. These slow recovery times are results of the IP-layer-topology discovery algorithms trying to rediscover the new IP-network topology, while the OTN layer is recovering by switching over to the backup fiber. More specifically, the authors show that intermediate system-intermediate system protocol (IS-IS) adjacency recovery may take up to 13 s, and IS-IS route recovery may take up to 18 s, and depending on the border gateway protocol (BGP) scanning timing, BGP routes recovery may take up 80 s if relevant interior gateway protocol (IGP) topology information is lost. Note that this problem can be solved easily with a sequential approach using a hold-off timer (see next section).
In summary, although simple and straightforward, letting the recovery mechanisms in each layer run without a coordinating escalation strategy has consequences on efficiency, capacity requirements, and even ability to restore the traffic.
B. Sequential Approach
In comparison with the uncoordinated approach, the sequential approach is a more efficient escalation strategy. Here, the responsibility for recovery is handed over to the next layer when it is clear that the current network layer is not able to perform the recovery task. For this escalation strategy, two questions must be answered: in which layer to start the recovery process and when to escalate to the next layer. Two approaches exist, the bottom-up escalation strategy and the top-down escalation approach, each having different variants.
1) Bottom-Up Escalation:
With this strategy, the recovery starts in the lowest detecting layer and escalates upwards. The higher-layer recovery scheme will only try to recover affected traffic that could not be recovered by the lower layer. The advantage of this approach is that recovery actions are taken at the appropriate granularity: First, the coarse granularities are handled, recovering as much traffic as soon as possible; and recovery actions on a finer granularity (i.e., in a higher layer) only have to recover a small fraction of the affected traffic. This also implies that complex secondary failures are handled only when needed. For instance, in the client-server example of Fig. 1 , there is the failure of OXC D as the root failure. This corresponds with the simultaneous failure of three IP links (a-d, a-c, and d-c) in the client layer. Since the server-layer recovery mechanism can recover the flow a-c (by finding an alternative path for the optical-layer flow A-D-C), the clientlayer recovery mechanism will only have to handle the recovery of the traffic over links a-d and d-c, being less complex than the simultaneous failure of three links. This is illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5. The server layer starts with the recovery process (Fig. 4) , attempting to restore the logical link a-d. The server layer fails in this recovery, since this logical link terminates on the failing node D. As such, the client-layer recovery scheme (Fig. 5) is triggered (the implementation of this trigger mechanism is discussed at the end of this section) to restore the corresponding affected traffic flow a-c (originally following the route a-d-c) by rerouting it over node b instead of node d.
An issue that must be handled in the bottom-up escalation strategy is how a higher network layer knows whether it is the lowest layer that detects the failure (so it can start with the recovery) or not (and has to wait for a lower layer instead). Typically, the fault signals that are exchanged to indicate a failure will carry sufficient information, so the layer where the failure occurred can be derived. However, suppose that this is not the case. Assume that we have a four-layer network, where a failure occurs in the bottom layer. Assume that the failure is detected in all four layers at the same time and that the layer where the failure has occurred cannot be derived from those signals. This means that each of the higher layers can assume that it is the lowest detecting layer and start with the recovery. This can be overcome by appropriately using the mechanism of hold-off timers (see below), which are set progressively higher as we move upwards in the stack of layers. In this way, the recovery mechanisms in the higher layers will give their server layers an opportunity to perform the recovery.
2) Top-Down Escalation: With top-down escalation, it is the other way around. Recovery actions are now initiated in the highest possible layer, and the escalation goes downwards in the layered network. Only if the higher layer cannot restore all traffic, actions in the lower network layer are triggered. An advantage of this approach is that a higher layer can more easily differentiate traffic with respect to service types; therefore, it can try to restore high-priority traffic first. However, a drawback of this approach is that a lower layer has no easy way to detect on its own whether a higher layer was able to restore the traffic (an explicit signal is needed for this purpose). Thus, the implementation here is somewhat more complex and currently not applied. There is also a problem of efficiency, since it is very well possible that, for example, 50% of the traffic carried by a wavelength channel in an optical network is already restored by a higher-network-layer recovery mechanism; hence, protecting this wavelength in the optical layer as well is only useful for the other 50% of the carried traffic.
C. Implementation of an Escalation Strategy
The actual implementation of these escalation strategies is another issue. Two possible solutions are described here (for ease of explanation, the bottom-up escalation strategy is assumed in the following discussion).
The first implementation solution is based on a hold-off timer of T HO seconds. Upon detection of a failure, the server layer starts the recovery immediately, while the recovery mechanism in the client layer has a built-in hold-off timer that must expire before initiating its recovery process. In this way, no client recovery action will be taken if the failure is resolved by the server-layer recovery mechanism before the hold-off timer expires. The main drawback of a hold-off timer is that recovery actions in a higher layer are always delayed regardless of the failure scenario. The challenge of determining the optimal value for T HO is driven by a tradeoff between recovery time versus network stability and recovery performance.
The second escalation implementation overcomes this delay by using a recovery-token signal between layers. This means that the server layer sends the recovery token (by means of an explicit signal) to the client layer upon knowing that it cannot recover (all or part of) the traffic. Upon reception of this token, the client-layer recovery mechanism is initiated. This allows limiting the traffic disruption time, in case the server layer is unable to do the recovery. Compared to the hold-off-timer interworking, one disadvantage is that a recovery-token signal needs to be included in the standardization of the interface between network layers.
Note that, at the time of writing, only the timer-based approach was available in commercial networking products.
IV. MULTILAYER SURVIVABILITY STRATEGIES

A. Static Recovery Techniques
Multilayer survivability involves more than just coordinating the recovery actions in multiple layers. There is also the issue of spare resources, and how they have to be provided and used in an efficient way in the different layers of the network. One way or another, the logical (spare) capacity assigned to the recovery mechanisms that are deployed at higher network layers must be transported by the lower layer. There are several ways to realize this.
The most straightforward option is called duplicated protection and is depicted in Fig. 6 for a point-to-point example.
(Note that we made an abstraction from the physical disjointness of working and backup paths in this conceptual example. The extension towards larger networks and the introduction of physical disjointness is straightforward.)
Each working IP link is transported via a lightpath in the OTN layer. To cope with OTN-layer failures, the lightpath is protected by a backup lightpath. To cope with IP-layer failures, the IP link is protected by a spare IP link (to be transported via the OTN layer as well). Moreover, if the spare capacity that is provisioned in the logical IP network is simply protected again in the underlying optical layer (backup lightpath for lightpath of spare IP link), we are coping with duplicated protection. Despite the reduced complexity, this is a rather expensive solution. Hence, investing in duplicated protection is very debatable and probably only meaningful in a few exceptional network scenarios.
The first possibility to save investment in physical capacity is by carrying the spare capacity in the logical higher-layer network allocated to the higher layer-network recovery techniques as unprotected traffic in the underlying network layer(s) (see Fig. 7 for the IP-over-OTN example).
This strategy, which is called logical spare unprotected, still allows protecting against any single failure: A cut of the bottom fiber (carrying the lightpath of the working IP link) would trigger the optical-network recovery, while a failure in one of the outer router line cards would trigger the IP-layer network recovery. A prerequisite for such a scenario is that the optical network supports both protected and unprotected lightpaths. It is crucial to guarantee that a single network failure is not able to affect simultaneously a working IP link and the unprotected lightpath that is carrying the IP spare capacity protecting that same link. Otherwise, the spare IP capacity would also become unavailable for recovery of the failure, and the recovery process would fail. One step beyond simply carrying the spare capacity of the logical higher network layers as unprotected traffic in the underlying layer is to allow preempting this unprotected traffic by the network recovery technique of the lower network layer. This is the common pool strategy [5] , and an example for an IP-over-OTN network is given in Fig. 8 . OTN spare resources are provisioned for the optical protection of the lightpath implementing the working logical IP link. The lightpath implementing the spare logical IP link is then routed along the same (optical) spare resources. In case of a failure in the fiber carrying the working logical IP link, the optical protection will be triggered, which preempts the lightpath implementing the spare logical IP link. In that case, there is no problem in preempting this lightpath since it is not needed in the failure scenario. However, the preemption of lightpaths carrying logical spare capacity requires additional complexity. In summary, the common pool strategy provides a pool of physical spare capacity that can be used by the recovery technique in either the IP or the optical layer (but not simultaneously).
B. Dynamic Recovery Techniques
In the previous section, static multilayer recovery strategies have been discussed. They are called static because the logicalnetwork topology (in an IP-over-OTN network, this is the IPlayer topology) remains unchanged (static) at the time of a failure. As such, the logical network must be provided with a recovery technique and the required spare resources for survivability reasons.
Dynamic multilayer survivability strategies differ from such static strategies in the sense that they actually use logicaltopology modification for recovery purposes. This requires the possibility to set up and tear down lower layer-network connections that implement logical links in the higher network layer in real time. Therefore, optical networks will be enhanced with a control plane, which gives the client networks the possibility to initiate the setup and teardown of lightpaths in the optical layer. This is used to reconfigure the logical IP network in case of a network failure. This approach has the advantage that the logical-network spare resources should not be established in advance in the logical IP network; thus, the underlying optical network should not care about how to treat these client-layer spare resources. However, in the optical layer, a spare capacity still has to be provided to deal with lower layer failures such as cable cuts or OXC failures. Enough capacity is also needed in the optical layer to support the reconfiguration of the logical-IP-network topology and the traffic routed on that topology.
An illustration of a dynamic reconfiguration of the logical higher-layer topology in case of failures is given in Figs. 9 and 10 for an IP-over-OTN network. Initially, the traffic flow from router a to router d is forwarded via the intermediate router e. To this end, the logical IP network contains IP links a-e and e-d, which is implemented by lightpaths A-E and E-D in the OTN network. When router e fails, routers a and d will detect this failure and use the user-network interface (UNI) to request the optical layer for a teardown of the links a-e and e-d. The resulting free capacity in the optical layer can be used to set up a direct logical IP link from router a to router d. This is requested to the underlying optical network by requesting the setup of the lightpath between OXCs A and D. Thus, at the time of the failure, the logical-IP-network topology is reconfigured. As mentioned before, a special feature of the underlying optical network is needed for this: It must be able to provide a switched connection service to the client network quickly. Automatic switched optical networks (ASONs) [6] , or more generally intelligent optical networks (IONs), have this particular feature.
V. LOGICAL-TOPOLOGY DESIGN
A challenge with dynamic multilayer recovery strategies involves the actual logical topologies to be realized. Typically, a network scenario and a traffic demand will favor a certain logical topology (and a corresponding IP/MPLS routing) for the failure-free case. Network failures affecting part of this logical topology will require topology reconfigurations and rerouting to replace failing links and to circumvent the problem.
To illustrate the flexibility in logical-topology design, two clearly distinct methods can be proposed. The method of global reconfiguration considers each failure scenario separately. The IP topology is recomputed from scratch for each failure scenario (after removal of the failing network elements). The method of local reconfiguration follows a quite different approach. The topology design now starts from the failurefree case. For a particular failure scenario, the affected IP links and/or routes are first removed, and only the affected traffic is rerouted over the remaining topology (adding IP links where additional resources are needed). The idea behind local reconfiguration is that it lowers the amount of required reconfigurations and rerouted traffic in case of failures, since the new logical topology is derived from the failure-free one.
In addition to these two approaches, the design of the logical topology requires a certain computational ability, and this can be performed online as well as offline. Online reconfiguration and rerouting is more suitable to adapt to a changing network scenario and especially to changing traffic demands. Crosslayer traffic-engineering (TE) techniques can be used to redistribute lower-layer capacity to better cope with traffic or to optimize bandwidth throughput regardless of traffic pattern. However, because of its online nature, computation time must remain limited for the logical-topology update mechanism to retain its desired flexibility. The capability to deal with network failures should arise naturally from the process' goal to solve changing situations in the network automatically.
In cases with a more static traffic demand, one may prefer offline logical-topology design instead. In this case, the traffic demand is used to calculate a failure-free logical topology and a set of failure topologies corresponding with possible network failures. Note that, in this case, one needs to decide in advance which failures should be recoverable. More time is available because the design is done offline, so more extensive topology-design algorithms can be utilized. This method is typically more optimal in terms of network cost, throughput, impact of failure on operation, etc.
In this section, examples of both online and offline methods will be discussed. The next section will present some results from case studies performed on these example recovery strategies.
A. Online Configuration
Multilayer TE (MTE) is a type of TE combining existing TE techniques [like link weights in IP or TE label switched paths (LSPs) in MPLS] with the lightpath-setup flexibility of the underlying optical layer. MTE cannot only reroute IP flows when traffic demands vary over time, it also allows on-the-fly logical-topology reconfiguration when those variations exceed the acceptable range for simple rerouting. The main objective of an MTE strategy is to accommodate traffic demands in the most optimal way, in terms of QoS, total throughput, network cost, etc. This is realized by solving discrepancies between the logicaltopology configuration and the offered traffic pattern. These discrepancies are usually experienced as congestion or QoS degradation. In addition to logical-topology configuration, routing of the IP traffic also needs to be performed. In fact, both two aspects of MTE will interact nontrivially since the IP routing is typically more complex than OSPF-based shortest paths (for example, taking advantage of explicit MPLS LSP routing in order to do IP-layer TE). As such, MTE shows some similarities with dynamic grooming. The MTE strategy can also be used for problems that arise from network failures, whose impact on the logical topology will trigger reconfiguration, leading to the setup (and possibly teardown) of IP links and rerouting of traffic. The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) currently explores such approaches, for example, by means of path-computation-element (PCE) techniques whereby a path computation is involved across multiple layers to perform optimal rerouting choices [7] .
Although not a dedicated recovery strategy, the MTE-based recovery is a form of dynamic multilayer recovery; its resilience properties are a by-product of the objective to cope with network problems (congestion or otherwise). However, the configuration of the logical topology is not predimensioned but decided upon online, at the time of the failure (or congestion). Fig. 11 shows a simple example of MTE actions taken upon an IP router failure. Only the IP layer is shown (upper part: failure-free; lower part: router c fails) with the logical topology and some IP/MPLS traffic flows. The failure of router c affects both flows b-e and a-e (as they were forwarded via c), triggering traffic reroute and lightpath setup. In the case of flow a-e, rerouting happens partly over existing IP links (link de), but also over newly setup capacity (link ad). The routes of flows are consequently decided by the MTE strategy, which tries to optimize IP-layer efficiency (IP-link filling) and opticallayer efficiency (amount of required lightpaths) and, in fact, finds a suitable compromise between both. In this case, the affected flow a-e was rerouted over two links, one of them a replacement IP link. Additionally, the new link ad attracts the flow a-d, since it is a more optimal direct path for that flow (making the assumption of equal link costs in this example). This means that we may see some secondary effects beyond the recovery of the affected traffic flows, similar to the effects of global versus local reconfigurations that were discussed earlier.
Note that such a dynamic reconfiguration mechanism may require dampening algorithms to create a certain amount of inertia to avoid triggering a network reconfiguration in case of a transitional failure. Consequently, an interesting viable option consists of relying on higher layer recovery with minimal spare resources (which would lead to degradation of some traffic during failure) combined with the MTE strategy to dynamically reconfigure the network when the failure duration exceeds some period of time.
A straightforward approach to MTE is achieved by shifting transit traffic from the IP/MPLS to the optical layer; Sato [8] presents a generalized-multiprotocol-label-switching (GMPLS) [9] , [10] based hardware implementation. Various MTE and multilayer routing strategies exist. For example, the integrated approach in [11] routes incoming traffic requests using a multistep algorithm. It identifies some main problems of multilayer routing: optical-layer wavelength continuity constraints (because of the high cost of full wavelength translating OXCs) and electrical/optical bandwidth granularity discrepancies. The mechanism in [12] separates the problem in logical-topology design (offline), dynamic routing (online), and bandwidth adjustment (traffic driven) modules. In [13] , online routing is performed over a single graph, which represents the IP/MPLS and optical networks-its main contribution being the cost model to integrate both layers in a single model. In Section VI, we will present a strategy assuming an IP-over-optical overlay model and largely based on IP-layer load-dependent costs. Fig. 12 sketches how the required OTN resources can be calculated for a static and a dynamic multilayer recovery scheme (in the IP layer, some working and spare LSPs are shown; the IP topology in the static case has to be biconnected to allow MPLS recovery of router failures). The bottom part of the figure shows the calculation results: the actual resource requirements on the OTN links for both strategies, showing a significant improvement in the case of dynamic multilayer recovery.
B. Offline Optimization
The dynamic approach has the advantage of being highly efficient in terms of required backup capacity. There are definitely some issues and challenges. Compared to the static multilayer approach, the recovery time is likely to be significantly higher. Indeed, with the static multilayer approach, the routers adjacent to the failed or isolated router can quickly detect the failure and the network can converge in a short period of time by means of a fast IP routing or an MPLS TE fast reroute. The dynamic multilayer recovery approach on the other hand requires the IP router(s) to signal the setup of new IP links via the UNI interface, the routing and signaling in the optical layer, and finally, the setting up of IGP router adjacencies over the newly established IP link(s). In particular, such an approach requires several precautions in order to prevent "false-positive" alarms that could lead to network instabilities. Indeed, upon a router failure, the network should be quickly reconfigured to limit the impact of traffic disruption and/or QoS degradation due to congestion, but at the same time, it would be undesirable to trigger a complex set of recovery mechanisms involving several layers for a temporary router failure. Thus, the tradeoff between fast recovery time and network stability is hard to determine. Note also that a dynamic multilayer recovery mechanism still requires some extra equipment capacity in the IP layer. This is an optimization problem that incorporates many aspects. Traffic grooming (multiplexing finer granularity flows into larger granularity bandwidths) is one of them. Logicaltopology design is closely related-a mathematical formulation is given in [14] . We consider a design with the restriction of shortest path routing, a seminal paper on such optimization is presented in [15] . Also, spare and working capacities are jointly optimized in the design (see [16] for further details).
VI. CASE STUDIES
In this section, we illustrate some of the concepts from the previous section by means of two simulation studies. In the first one, we take an existing MTE strategy and evaluate how it performs for network failures. For the second case, we compare the performance of static and dynamic multilayer recovery strategies in terms of total network cost.
A. MTE Strategy as a Recovery Mechanism
MTE relies on multilayer routing to adapt to changing traffic demands. It requires fast signaling protocols, and one needs to take into account the limitations on algorithm complexity and the possibility of undesired effects such as network instability, QoS degradation during flow reroutes (e.g., loss, jitter), etc.
The MTE strategy described in this section will rely on IP-based costs only, since an overlay model is considered (in contrast to the integrated models in [11] and [13] ). Optical routing is delegated to an optical routing-and-wavelengthassignment (RWA) algorithm (first-fit in this case) [17] . IP/MPLS traffic routes are calculated assuming a full mesh of LSPs in the logical layer; their path calculated over an artificial full mesh, which serves to represent the high flexibility in lightpath setup. The cost function (Fig. 13) will drive IP-layer performance optimization. It serves to attract traffic flows to IP links such that they are all moderately loaded, discouraging overloaded links [load above "high load threshold (HLT)"] as well as a large number of lightly loaded ones [load below "low load threshold (LLT)," which reduces bandwidth efficiency]. The introduction of higher cost "LC," for links with a load below a certain threshold (compared to the cost "MC" for moderate loads), removes traffic flows from those links, thus lowering the total number of links in use. The ratio "LMR" between LC and MC is important because it determines how traffic can be diverted from a direct IP link in the artificial-mesh topology towards multihop routes; LMR corresponds with the typical maximum length in hops of such a multihop path.
The logical-topology configuration is a side effect of the artificial-mesh routing calculations: The remaining artificialmesh IP links that carry traffic are then the only ones to be actually set up, thereby optimizing the logical topology for the traffic pattern at hand. This means that all aspects of MTE are handled through a single path calculation-no separate mechanisms, some of them possibly offline as in [12] , are necessary.
No backup path calculation is performed in the IP layer (although optical-layer recovery is likely to be present). This MTE strategy normally triggers proactively [18] on network performance degradation (to this end, it monitors link loads), but some small alterations allow it to be triggered on network faults as well. The integrated view in [13] allows one to calculate backup paths over a multilayer network, but in this case, our overlay view separates IP/MPLS (i.e., MTE) and optical recovery. We have simulated the MTE strategy actions for single router failures on a 28-node 41-fiber meshed panEuropean reference topology [19] .
As mentioned previously, the online optimizing character of the MTE strategy may lead to some secondary effects, such as rerouting of unaffected traffic flows and even setup/teardown of lightpaths not related to the router failure. The live rerouting of a traffic flow requires signaling in order to update the GMPLS forwarding tables for its LSP, which possibly causes some QoS degradation. While acceptable for globally optimizing dynamic multilayer recovery schemes, it has real impact on network performance in the case of MTE-based recovery schemes. This is because the reconfiguration is performed online in this case, and the extent of rerouting and lightpath setup/teardown will affect total convergence time (time between failure occurrence and stabilization of the traffic-flow routes). To illustrate this, we performed a simulation on both the MTE strategies discussed above and a slightly modified version of it where, on detection of a failure, only the affected traffic flows are rerouted and allowed to receive replacement lightpaths. The results are shown in Fig. 14 , averaged for all single router failures, where "affected-only" stands for the modified version of the algorithm, similar to a local dynamic recovery scheme. We show both IP-layer performance in terms of the number of IP reroutes during recovery indicating convergence speed, as well as optical-layer performance through total optical resource usage (amount of required wavelengths after convergence). We can see a very large improvement in the convergence characteristics of the MTE strategy by using appropriate signaling to identify failure-triggered congestion as such, in exchange for a slight increase of total optical resource usage. This is because the affected-only scheme will keep the route of unaffected flows, so some lightpaths may end up being used less efficiently.
B. Comparison of Static and Dynamic Multilayer Recovery Strategies
An offline tool was developed to design IP-over-ION logical topologies for certain scenarios: the failure-free scenario and single-IP-router-failure scenarios. The resulting total multilayer-network capacity requirements were then calculated. For example, the required capacity for each optical link is the maximum link capacity out of all scenarios (failure-free scenario and IP-router-failure scenarios). Thus, we combine all scenarios into a single "worst-case scenario" to derive a logical topology (and associated resources) that is able to cope with single IP router failures.
For a static multilayer recovery strategy where setup of lightpaths is unavailable (static OTN) upon demand, this dimensioning requires setup of all backup capacity (corresponding to the worst case scenario) in advance. However, for the dynamic case, we can rely on the GMPLS signaling and reduce the number of lightpaths established at any time (see Fig. 12 ), allowing reuse of IP-OXC interface cards, wavelengths, OXC ports, and line systems between the failure scenarios. This leads to a significant cost reduction, quantified by a simulation study [20] based on several case studies. One of these studies concerns an OTN consisting of 12 nodes and 17 bidirectional links. It is a downsized version of a panEuropean reference network topology [19] . The applied traffic demand is modeled by a symmetric matrix with a volume of 630.6 Gb/s, modeling pan-European traffic for the year 2002 based on population numbers and the work and home activities of users. Fig. 15 gives the results of the performance for five different cases, including the cost of various resources (interfaces, ports, line-systems, etc.). As a benchmark (left bar on Fig. 15 ), a logical topology is designed based on the shortest path IPlayer routing and grooming when no survivability is taken into account. The same logical topology is applied to two survivable cases taking single IP router failures into account: IP over ION and IP over static OTN (second and fourth bar in Fig. 15 ). This leads to additional resources in order to reach a network solution with enough bandwidth for survivability.
Next to these base cases, two optimized logical-topology designs were also calculated for IP over ION and IP over static OTN (third and fifth bar in Fig. 15 ). The algorithm that optimizes the logical-topology design starts from a full demand mesh (with direct IP links for all nonzero demands) and deletes all IP links along edges whose removal improves a certain objective value (related to the total cost).
This comparison study reveals that IP rerouting over ION comes at a small extra cost when compared to the nonsurvivable case. The extra cost is considerably higher for IP rerouting over a static OTN. Additionally, we see that IP rerouting over a static OTN performs much worse if it is adopted on a nonoptimal logical design; but even after multilayer cost optimization, it is still at a clear disadvantage with respect to IP rerouting over ION.
VII. CONCLUSION
In multilayer IP-over-optical networks, various recovery mechanisms are at our disposal. This paper outlined the opportunities and challenges that are to be addressed. It was shown that recovery at multiple layers is necessary to reach a high availability. To coordinate these mechanisms at different layers, a sequential layer interworking approach with a hold-off timer or a recovery-token signal is crucial.
To provide multilayer recovery, a major distinction is based on the static or dynamic nature of the OTN. In case of a static logical topology, several alternatives exist with respect to spare-capacity provisioning: duplicated protection, logical spare unprotected, and common pool. The latter alternative turns out to be quite efficient in terms of bandwidth usage, albeit with additional complexity. On the other hand, the introduction of ASON or GMPLS functionality allows for dynamic logicaltopology adaptations and opens new opportunities for recovery. When a failure occurs, new lightpaths can be set up or torn down to alleviate the failure repercussions. A case study on a pan-European network reveals that this additional flexibility can highly reduce the spare capacity needed for failure recovery. MTE techniques for coping with dynamic IP traffic patterns can be used in a natural way for a failure recovery as well. The MTE strategy was improved to reduce the performance impact due to traffic rerouting during failures and tested on a pan-European reference network. 
